
Thanks to Lauren Nicholson, Farrah's Adoption is
Pending

Days End Farm Horse Rescue (DEFHR) staff would like to extend our gratitude to our
social media ambassador, Olympic eventer Lauren Nicholson, for advocating on behalf of
rescue horses and our mission. Thanks to the sharing of photos and information about
DEFHR’s adoptable horses on her social media pages, Farrah’s Fame & Fortune
(“Farrah”) caught the eye of a potential adopter and her adoption is pending. Thank you,
Lauren, and congratulations, Farrah!

Meet DEFHR's Adoptable Horses

Become an Equidopt Grooming Sponsor

If you’d like to make a consistent, hands-on impact on our horses during their
rehabilitation journey, consider becoming an Equidopt grooming sponsor. This program
offers sponsors the opportunity to build relationships with DEFHR horses through weekly
grooming sessions while giving them the love and attention they deserve.

To learn more about the Equidopt Grooming Sponsor program, click the button below.

Learn About Equidopt

Follow Us On TikTok

DEFHR is now on TikTok! From feed time with 75+ horses to meeting new arrivals,
we want to take you behind the scenes and show you what life is like at the farm.

Follow @DaysEndFarmHorseRescue on TikTok

Tacking Up Together

Now through February, shop at Carroll County Tack & Supply and support DEFHR by
adding a $5 or $10 donation to your order. All donations will be used to support the
care and rehabilitation of a horse in need.

In addition, as a small token of appreciation for your generosity, Carroll County Tack &
Supply will give a coupon and Carroll County Tack & Supply-branded tote bag to
everyone who donates. Thank you in advance.

Learn More

In the News

"The (Adam's) Apple of Your Eye:
Rescue Horse With Skin Cancer In

Search of His Forever Home"

As an adopter, considering a rescue
horse with a medical condition can be
intimidating. Adoptable rescue horse
Adam’s Apple (“Adam”) was diagnosed
with a common form of skin cancer yet
DEFHR staff note he’s incredibly valuable
if you take the time to look at the whole
picture. Tap the button below to read
Adam’s story—and what to keep in mind
if considering adopting a horse with a
medical condition—on Horse Network.

Read Article

"Betty White Challenge Raises Tens of
Thousands for Animals in Need"

The passing of animal lover and actress
Betty White spurred the Betty White
Challenge, a social media movement that
encouraged donations for animals in
need. Entertainment news site TMZ.com
covered the positive impact the challenge
had on animals across the country and
included DEFHR as one of the rescue
organizations that participated. Click the
button below to read the article.

Read Article

Featured Horse of the Month: Victory Valley

14-year-old warmblood-cross gelding, 15hh

Victory Valley (“Valley”) is a handsome 14-year-old warmblood-cross looking for a
retirement home. Valley arrived at DEFHR as an emaciated gelding but has made an
incredible recovery. Although not sound as a riding horse, Valley’s kind disposition
and easy-going nature make him a great companion. Valley is also a favorite among
volunteers and enjoys being pampered during grooming sessions.

Email adopt@DEFHR.org for details about Valley.

Click To Learn More About Valley

Follow Us!

Adopt Donate Visit Volunteer

Share DEFHR's story! For media inquiries, editorial content, or interviews, please contact
Kara Pinato Scro at kara@jumpmediallc.com.

All photos courtesy of DEFHR.
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